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About This Game

In 2013, Narrator released its fourth game focusing on fate and choice.
Through cooperation with SSCP, the quality of this game has improved over our previous works!

Containing the 3 original routes, plus an additional route, the script length is about 130,000 words in total.
Featuring 19 CGs, a soundtrack of 9 songs plus the main Chinese theme song, and stunning backgrounds based on Taiwan's

Tamsui District (淡水).

※ This game does not have character voices

story:

"In seven days, you will die."
On Christmas Eve, a strange girl breaks into your home claiming to be the bringer of death.

"I will be with you for seven days... if you don't want to die, you must find someone who is willing to die for you."
This unbelievable prophesy is then followed by many strange omens...

Daily life becomes unpredictable, even to the point where he runs into Shaw Chin, who had just ended a relationship.
Is she someone who will love me... who will die for me?

Death haunts his every move.

On New Years Eve, Death looms over him.
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As the fireworks light up the night sky, he must make a choice...
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Title: 7 days with Death
Genre: Adventure, Indie
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Narrator, Storia
Publisher:
Narrator
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Pentium3 1.0GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Probably the worst balanced game I've seen in a while. It's basically designed to force constant save-scumming even on Normal
mode for several reasons, one of which there is no setting for (skill checks; which, btw, are harder than they should be and don't
have any of the assist\/take-10\/etc mechanics from tabletop that ease the pressure, and often only one character gets to try even
if several have training).

Every single enemy is buffed beyond recognition unless you set the enemy power to the minimum, there are super high tier
encounters in low level areas with no indication of whether you should be there or not, and even in the areas you should be the
quantity of foes is often quadrupled compared to tabletop. It's like they expect you to cheese resting, and even if you do the
bloated stats make all but the weakest fights potentially deadly as a marginally lucky string of rolls on the enemy can 1-round
your tanks (cheesed 4-class builds taking advantage of certain overpowered class abilities notwithstanding). Oh, and sneak
attacks are broken as hell. You get them essentially constantly in this but they didn't reduce the damage they deal, making sneak
attacking builds (and enemies) vastly more deadly than they should be.

If the game were turn-based perhaps the above wouldn't be so bad because you could act a lot more tactically, but as it is any
form of tactics falls apart really quick (for example, you can't place an AoE in a safe spot easily because by the time the cast
finishes your party members will likely have auto-pathfinded their way into the blast radius). By the time you pause or slow the
game down enough to make it sort-of manageable the sheer quantity of encounters ends up making the whole thing a big slog (as
the real-time design means amping up enemy quantity to pad out the time).

Note that Pathfinder (the tabletop system) is at least *reasonably* balanced, but even if faithfully implemented can be
unbalanced in a video game. And this implementation is unfaithful largely in ways that make the experience worse, not better.

In short the game ends up feeling tedious rather than fun.. Came for the memes, Stayed for the screams. This is hard!... but you
can set it to easy :) It's still exhaustive though. They ain't shizzlin' about warming up, you're gonna need it. Ps. Also dang fun,
and funny. Great piano music in the Saloon Social room, but remember, once you stop the music, you can't restart it. A great
way to teach kids some music appreciation :). Bought, mostly to support these amazing developers. Keep it up!. very good
exporter good updates and good community. I have a particular love for all space games, and I buy them all.

This game I got on a sale, and was not expecting much.

It has been said in previous reviews, it reminds me of the beginnings of Battle Star Galactica, remnants of humans trying to
survive and grow. So there is story there.

Now to combat:

The combat, after learning through the beginning missions (and honestly the game has a steady and appropriate learning curve)
is fun and engaging. Eventually the player is able to control units, they aren't useless, and it\u2019s a fun game. More than an
arcade sense of space game fun and not so in depth like Elite Dangerous or X Rebirth

You want a fun game, that you don't mind spending a few hours getting to learn and play, a game that has a believable story with
a sort of purpose coupled with Freelancer-like combat in FPS view, give this game a chance. Good potential, developers have
great ideas. I wonder what else they can accomplish with more support.

I give it a thumbs up, at the very least get it on a discount if you like space combat games, you will not be disappointed given
you play a few hours to learn.. Just an ordinary 2D platform game. The cloning and the transformation machines doesn't really
add much to the fun. Only play it if you like the genre.. If you are really into puzzles and you need to solve every single one then
this game is for you.
But..
You will probably blast through these levels (2-4 h my estimate), at a cost of \u20ac6.59, which is too expensive. At the moment
there are about 25 community puzzles available to be fair.

The music quickly gets annoying.
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There is no story at all, why are you in the lab solving puzzles, or who is your character.
Animations and art-style feel very sterile. ( I get it, it's a LAB, but does it have to look lifeless?)

You command some little Heisenberg\/ Walter White and try to evade the  Monks and Murder Faces\t(rly?).
Humor might be found in the poor animation quality, when Heisenberg is touched by an enemy he falls over like a plank.

Always play in top down view, because you might overlook a button behind a wall.
This would work better without the moveable 3D camera perspective, meaning purely 2D,
But you can play it in VR? What for??? All the physics is in 2 dimensions without any diagonal movement on a rather small
grid...

A 3D puzzle game utilizing VR could be interesting even if there were only 5 levels and a game focusing on 2D puzzles could be
longer with more\/better animations.
It looks more like some unfinished student project or tech demo.

I don't know why this exists. This will be my first returned game on Steam.
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Great game, you can play with friends) Have a lot of fun, unlike other games, there are no cheaters here and it is not expected in
the near future)
As for me, great graphics) Thank you for a great game.. anyone who has played this game, you understand why i am making this
review, i am terrible at this therefore the game must be bad, its obvious, and i played this game for 2 hours and 1 of hours being
on the LAST LEVEL OF THE GAME THAT I STILL HAVENT BEATEN BECAUSE ITS SO HARD PLEASE MAKE AN
EASY MODE. 15 minutes of fun blowing things up, but then gets boring rather quickly.

Campaign mode coming 'soon'.
If this gets released then this game might be worth picking up.. Linear and uninteresting.

The story is a convoluted mess. Listen to audio dialog when finding random items with no context at all, this is not interesting
and it takes away from the immersion of the game. You can skip out of these but they will keep on playing as you continue
which can sometimes lead to awkward moments when triggered events happen as an audio dialog plays.

Its more of the same over and over. Walk down a hallway, all doors locked except the one the game wants you to proceed
through, open door, find a new area mostly the same with random triggers and ambient sounds and potentially "scary" stuff
happening. Problem here is its so much of this its get repetitive and predictable after a while and just plain boring.

I will say the atmosphere is great and the visuals are stunning, its clear they put a lot of effort into building these scenes but it
can only carry a game so far. Personally I did not find this scary and mostly just got bored playing it. The story did not interest
me and found it mostly tedious and bland.

Worst issue I have with this game is the Black and White shader effects taking place at long periods of time. This happens
several times in the game and I mostly just wanted to get through them to get back to the normal scenery. This is probably the
biggest design flaw in the game - its not a cool feature and takes away from the stunning visuals by forcing black and white.. I
actually enjoyed this game, it's something different. It's like the Tony Hawk of bullfighting. I just wish there was blood. Now we
need a sequel, Running From The Bulls. With the option to be the bull :D

EDIT: I in no way endorse the harming and subsequent murder of bulls in real life. I do understand it is a large part of history
and culture and vehemently defeneded by certain demographics in parts of Spain. I, personally, am against the unnecessary real
life animal violence, but, that's my opinion and I don't have the cultural and ethnic background of the people who enjoy this
thing, so I can't comdemn them for something they were raised on. I just like to do it virtually because it's (no pun intended) a
completely foreign sport for me.. holy \u0192uck, this is tr@sh

crappy custom options menu ui hackjob, could be done by a non professional hobby programmer in 1-2 days in unity

seems like its just a modded scummVM version of the game

new soundtrack? you gotta be kidding me, they just added some percussion and hihats to the existing soundtrack

graphic overhaul? not really, just some pixel smoothing shader layed over it that takes literally the click of a button in
ScummVM

the cursor and menus are buggy as hell, everything is flickering and the game crashed 2 times on me while some dialog
tried to load making me lose all progress
if you expect anything at all like the day of the tentacle or monkey island remasters, stay away from this, i wouldnt even
play this over the original if it was free

had my copy refunded

dont buy this sh!t
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